WHEREAS the faculty of SUNY’s community colleges are now eligible to be named Distinguished Teaching Professor, Distinguished Service Professor, Distinguished Librarian and Distinguished Professor; and

WHEREAS our colleagues are accepting this highest designation as an honorific distinction; and

WHEREAS each individual so named, brings honor to his or her institution; be it therefore

RESOLVED that the Faculty Council of Community Colleges acknowledges the exceptional achievement of these individuals and extends its heartfelt congratulations through a citation naming the recipient.

Language for the Citation

Whereas he has received SUNY’s highest designation as Distinguished Service Professor, and

Whereas this signifies the epitome of achievement in a career in higher education, and

Whereas each person receiving this designation has achieved excellence in all aspects of his career extending beyond the classroom into the individual’s discipline and into the community, and

Whereas this award honors not only (the person) but also (name of the college) Community College,

Whereas the Faculty Council of Community Colleges seeks to formally recognize the honors received by these outstanding individuals; therefore,

Be it resolved that the FCCC acknowledges the exceptional achievement of (name of the person) named Distinguished Service Professor in 2012 and extends its hearty congratulations, given with enormous pride and respect.